Grant Updates

Research Administrator's Forum
October 12, 2017
NIH Notice Reminders

NIH Continuing Resolution (NOT-OD-17-121)

**Continuing Fiscal Policies for FY17**
- Non-competing awards issued ~90%
- NIH Salary Cap (No Change)
- NRSA Postdoc Stipend & Tuition/Fees (No Change)
- NRSA Predoc Stipend & Tuition/Fees (No Change)
NIH Salary Cap (FY 2017)

NOT-OD-17-049
NIH Salary Cap: $187,000
Executive Level II
Effective: January 8, 2017
NIH Notice Reminders

New Review Criteria for the below Applications Types involving Clinical Trials

Career Development Awards (NOT-OD-17-121)
NRSA Individual Fellowships (NOT-OD-17-122)
NRSA Training Grants (NOT-OD-17-123)

✓ Applications submitted on or after 1/25/18
✓ Additional review criteria (see above notices for details)
✓ “new & more rigorous review criteria for evaluating clinical trials”
✓ “ensure the highest likelihood of translating research results into knowledge that will improve human health”
Proposal Feedback

NIH

All Principal Investigators

- Must have the “PI” Role in eCommons Acct
- PI or Contact PI must be affiliated with UCLA

Contact erahelp@research.ucla.edu for assistance with eCommons accounts
Proposal Feedback

**NSF**

Utilize [Fastlane.nsf.gov](http://Fastlane.nsf.gov) for NSF Proposals

**WHY?**

- NSF developed for NSF proposals
- More automatic compliance checks performed
- Smart Compliance checks based upon submission type.
- Collaborative Proposals must be submitted through Fastlane (link by PIN and generates temp proposal ID)

*Appendix included with NSF Fastlane Compliance Checks*
NSF Update

Updated Research Terms & Conditions

- Research Terms and Conditions Appendix A Prior Approval Matrix - October 1, 2017
- Research Terms and Conditions Appendix B Subaward Requirements - October 1, 2017
- Research Terms and Conditions Appendix C National Policy Requirements - October 1, 2017
NIH Forms-E

PHS Human Subject & Clinical Trial Information
NOT-OD-17-119

- Effective: Due Dates on/after January 25, 2018
- Appendix - no longer accepted area for CT related documents
- Research Strategy – do not “duplicate” HSR & CT information
- PAs to be published on Oct 25th with usage of Forms-E
NIH Forms-E
PHS Human Subject & Clinical Trial Information

YouTube Video - PHS Human Subject & Clinical Trials Information Form Walk-Through
NIH Forms-E

PHS Human Subject & Clinical Trial Information

PHS 398 Research Plan

Human Subjects Section – REMOVED

• Protection of Human Subjects
• Data Safety Monitoring Plan
• Inclusion of Women and Minorities
• Inclusion of Children
NIH Forms-E

PHS Human Subject & Clinical Trial Information

PHS Human Subjects and Clinical Trials Information
Brand New Form

- Application Guidelines for HS & CT Info
- 6 new pages (new data elements & uploads)
- Detail collected at Study Level
- New data fields designed to align with ClinicalTrials.gov
Composite Benefit Rates

UCLA CBR Assessment

• No change to OCGA practice

• Proposal submitted should continue to use applicable CBR

• Award Expenses will only reflect actual expenses whether CBR or real when expense hits
OCGA PRESENTS:

MEET & GREET

WILSHIRE GLENDON BUILDING
10889 WILSHIRE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90095
7TH FLOOR

TUESDAY
OCT. 31ST

DROP IN ANYTIME
BETWEEN 9AM TO 12PM

JUDGE OUR HALLOWEEN DECORATING CONTEST
GRAB SOME TREATS

MEET YOUR COLLEAGUES FROM OCGA
Filling out the EPASS: What is it, when is it required and how to complete

Wednesday, October 18, 2017
10889 Wilshire Blvd., Conf Room 820-20
9:30am-11:00 am

This session will address the background and purpose of the EPASS. We will review and discuss each section of the EPASS with specific examples of questions from users. This session is appropriate for anyone with responsibility for completing, reviewing or processing EPASS forms.
MASTER TRAINING

http://www.research.ucla.edu/ocga/training-calendar.html

**NOVEMBER**

Contracts 101

**DECEMBER**

Award Processing